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This month you'll noticed a change in our eNewsletter format. We've had a huge
number of requests for more of our blog posts. So we have responded by
blogging more frequently - making sure you receive inspiration as soon as it hits
the Signature Interiors team. Here's a few of the topics we've been talking about
this month:

How to Decorate a Teenager's
Bedroom
If you have teenagers in your home then it's likely
you'll see a change in their tastes and expectations
when it comes to their bedroom. This great 'how-to'
guide is full of tips on how to make sure their room is
one to treasure as they enter their teenage years.
<Read more>

We Want Moore!
Benjamin Moore produces some of the finest interior
and exterior paints that we've had the pleasure to
use. Whether you're decorating your hallway or
installing a home spa, we show you the paint solution
that will deliver precisely the look you want (and stay
pristine for years to come). <Read more>

How to Protect Your Interiors from
Sun Damage
We all know it's vital to protect our skin from the sun,
but what about our interiors? This handy guide gives
you all that you need to keep your treasured pieces
looking beautiful while you enjoy the great outdoors.
<Read more>
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Your Source of Inspiration
We hope this round up has given you some inspiration for the summer but don't
forget we're always on the end of the phone if you want to speak to us in person.
If you desire a beautiful home, gracious style and timeless decorating contact us
to arrange a consultation.
With thanks and warm wishes
Liz and the Signature Interiors Team
t: 0844 487 7171 | e: liz@signature-interiors.co.uk |
w: http://signature-interiors.co.uk
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